
HOW TO MAKE CHEMICAL WEAPONS



By: The Hacksaw





Name: Sarin



Type: Nerve Agent



Chemical Name: Methylisopropoxyfluoro-phosphine oxide



Meathod of Production: 



Sarin or GB, can be produced by mixing Isoprophyl alcohol, isopropylamine, which, if not 



extractablerom the alcohol, can most likely be readily obtained at any chemical dealer, 



legal or otherwise, an  cousin to insecticides, methylphosphonic difluoride. The liquids 



should be poured into a containe wth isoprophylamine, and isoprophyl alchohol, (or the 



mix of the two) first, that the methylphosphnicdifluoride, the bottle capped and thrown 



at your target. These substances should UNDER NO CIRCUNTANCS be mixed at ANY time before 



you are ready to use them, unless you are trying to commit suicid, or re REALLY into 



massochism. Also, after throwing your bottle/jar, I reccomend that you RUN LIKEHELL! hat 



gas goes FAR. 





Additional notes: This stuff is a very powerful, very effective, and rumor has it that it



is suprisily cost efficient. At one time, the cost of this agent dipped to $3.00/kg. Holy



shit! Also, this stf is odorless.





Name: Phosgene



Type: Choking Agent



Chemical Name: Carbonyl Chloride



Meathod of Production:



This is a primitive, yet effective, and the easiest chemical agent to produce in the 



home. Basicallyto take a jar, put in some household ammonia, and then some javex, 



although make sure the javex is  ittle bit less than the ammonia. Then just cap and throw



as mentioned inthe above article on Sarin Tis substance has an odor of newly mown hay.





Name: Hydrrogen Cyanide, or Cyanide Gas



Type: Blood Agent



Chemical Name: Hydrogeen Cyanide, Hydrocyanic Acid, or Prussic Acid



Meathod of Production: 





Hydrogen Cyanide or Cyanide gas can be produced simply by spraying or dispersing 



Hydrocyanic or Prusc Acid in an aerosol type manner. Also, I have come upon the strategy 



of dropping in about three cia shaped rolls of aluminum foil, which, when the acid reacts



with it, should release it's gaseous frm This is theoretical, (I have not yet tested this



theory) so if you do it this way, PLEASE do it n VRY small ammounts and it would be nice 



if you would share your results with me. This agent is sad tohave an odor of peach 



kernels.





Name: Arsine



Type: Blood Agent



Chemical Name: Arsenic Tryhydride



Meathod of Production:





Arsine gas is produced idustrially by the action of moisture on Calcium Arsenide. If you 



can get somof this fromm a chemical dealer, place this in a container, and when ready to 



use, add water, cap, n launch. I have also come up with the theory of taking plain liquid



arsenic and adding water to ittoget the same effect, however this theory too, has not 



been tested. Arsine is has an odor of garli.





Name: Mustard Gas



Type: Blistering Agent



Chemical Name: 2.2-Dichloro-Diethyl-Sulphide



Meathod of Production:





I do not have much information on this substance so, I will improvise. As the name 



sugests, I would commend mixing 2 parts Chlorine, (such as javex) with 2 parts ethyl 



alcohol, (Booze alcohol, buy Evrlear, or distill it off some other type of booze.) with 1



part powdered sulphur. (Obtainable in th dug store as a laxative. Sold in pure form, 



yellow powder. This mixture must the be distilled. (Bol t form steam, then the steam 



collected, and recondensed) Ask for precipitated sulphur) This theor, aslike all my other



ones, has not been tested yet, so as before, please experiment in small amouns, an bring 



me the results.





Additional notes: The nerve agent I described is effective, but it has a drawback, to 



cause death oramage, it must be inhaled. It is known as a "G-Agent". There are more 



powerful things called "V-Aget" that one produce, but is near impossible too, and I 



chalenge anyone to produce it with out gassig hemselves to death. Also, I don't think 



you'll get the chemicals that easy. Anyways, the chemicalcomosition for agent "VX" is: 



Put a liquid know as "QL" (Chemical name: ehtyl-2-di isoprophylaminetylmehyl) and then 



throwing in powdered sulphur, capping, throwing. and leaving the country. Anyways I hoe 



to be able to bring you vomiting agents, and tear agents in my next paper. Untill then, 



Watc for poducts of Anarchial Productions Unlimited, and remember, ANARCHY RULES!!!!!!



y, that's it for now! Happy hacking, aÚ-{


